
Continuous
Security 

Monitoring
Platform

Enumerate & deeply scan your 
infrastructure using 15 most 
trusted community-backed 

security tools



About us:
Team leaders

Ethically hacking together since 2015

Vlad
CEO

MSc Information Security
(Royal Holloway University of London), 2014

Principle Consultant in Singapore,
Red team lead in Russia

Certificates: CREST and OSCP

Anatoly
CTO

Degree in computational mathematics and 
cybernetics (MSU), 2011

Bugbounty hunter, participant and speaker of 
invite-only HackerOne offline events

Winner of multiple CTF competitions
(ranked 15th in the world)
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Why 3950 companies were hacked in 20201?

- Company's infrastructure is changed daily

- Penetration test (manual security audits) are done only 1-2 per year

- It’s not possible to analyse all changes for security impact

- Traditional scanners provide basic security coverage, hard to manage

- A lot of side-risks exist: Employee password leaks, source code leaks
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[1] https://www.varonis.com/blog/data-breach-statistics/



Solution: Platform that automates the work for InfoSec Departments

Comprehensive: Detects vulnerabilities that are missed by scanners and by people

24x7 monitoring: real-time vulnerability notifications

Signal Sources: a set of commercial and open source tools,

that are combined with proprietary algorithms

Extended support: we verify the monitoring results
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Signal sources

OSINT

Passive and active 
asset management

Web-scanners
Deepest coverage on 

the market

Subdomain 
takeovers

Password 
bruteforce

Using self-crafted 
dictionaries

Email 
password leaks
The largest leak 

database:
15 billion records

Port and service 
scanners
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15 top-rated scanners and growing



Demo: Real-time Vulnerability Feed



Demo: Real-time visibility of infrastructure

Track new open ports

Review historical changes

Search and filter your assets
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How does it work?
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Scanning 24х7

The platform crawls and 
analyzes sites, applications 

and services
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Notifications

Results are available 
in the web panel, or

integrate us with 
SOC/SIEM
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Setup

Provide a list of 
domains and IP 

addresses or just the 
name of the company
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Setup: variety of options

1. Cloud SaaS: We host the platform

2. On-prem: You host the platform

3. On-demand scans, results in PDF report

4. On-demand scans, results in PDF report with manual verification

As a result, this will

Automate the work of your 

infosec department and provide

    deepest security coverage
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Competitor analysis

Depth of analysis

Number of security checks

We are constantly adding new scanners to the platform
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Platform found critical vulnerabilities
in world’s top companies

US

APAC
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Free trial: 1 week
Say hello:

vlad@scanfactory.io

Ask me anything:

+7 (915) 000-12-34
Vlad
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